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Bigger and even better
Easy-to-use controls combined
with professional cleaning.

TTB6055, TTB6055T
The 55cm (20”) size of TwinTec is
becoming more and more popular
and, in support of this, we have
introduced two new models with 60
litre capacity, a 50% increase over
the 40 litre models and available
in both traction and non-traction
specifications.
Both models of TTB6055 have
60 litre capacity and a 55cm
(20”) single brush scrubbing
path, dual brush pressure
selection, built in battery
charging, easy fill and easy
emptying facilities, with
added traction power drive
for the 6055T model
which would be essential
if inclines or ramps are
involved.

In terms
of operation the
Nutronic control
system provides for
individual speed and water
flow rate settings with
additional Hi-Lo selection for
use in more sensitive areas.

Flexifill 1m easy filling hose

Plug-in charger system

Nutronic control panel TTB6055T shown

TwinTec

Brush / Pad Selection
Our full range of machines is
complemented by an extensive
range of brush specifications
in order to ensure the highest
standards and optimum results
in use providing floors you will
be proud of.

55cm L
 ong life light duty
scrubbing brush

Professional Battery Models

55cm Light duty scrubbing brush

40/45/55cm H
 eavy duty
scrubbing brush

40/55cm L
 ong life heavy duty
scrubbing brush

36/40/50cm P
 adLoc pad
drive system

TTB Specifications
Brush Vac
Model Motor
Motor

Power

Run Recharge Pad/Brush Capacity Weight Drive Brush Dimensions
Time
Time
width
Speed Speed WxLxH

2x12V
TTB1840 400W 300W (24V
18Ah) 45min

6hrs

40cm

18L

52kg

-

150rpm 520x850x
1132mm

2x12V 2.25Hrs
TTB4045 400W 400W (24V
100Ah)

8hrs

40/45cm

40L

126kg

-

100rpm 470x1030x
1160mm

2x12V 2.25Hrs
TTB4055 400W 400W (24V
100Ah)

8hrs

50/55cm

40L

128kg

-

100rpm 560x1060
x1160mm

2x12V 2.25Hrs
TTB4055T 400W 400W (24V
100Ah)

8hrs

50/55cm

40L

142kg 5kph 100rpm 560x1060x
1160mm

2x12V 2.25Hrs
TTB6055 400W 400W (24V
100Ah)

4hrs

50/55cm

60L

158kg

2x12V 2.25Hrs
TTB6055T 400W 400W (24V
100Ah)

4hrs

50/55cm

60L

158kg 4.2kph 100rpm 550x1280x
1160mm

-

100rpm 550x1280x
1160mm
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TwinTec Battery

Power and performance where it’s needed

The TwinTec 1840 battery floorcare machine has been
engineered to substantially reduce size whilst, at the same
time, maximise the performance and handling.

With the TwinTec 4045 every part is designed to
combine the best in functionality and reliability.
TTB4045

TTB1840

TTB4055, TTB4055T

The TTB4045 is the classic Numatic TwinTec 24V
battery model. It started its life with 30 litre
capacity, now raised to 40 litre, and is today
the most popular model worldwide.The
premium specification starts with a full
stainless steel chassis, Structofoam
tilting brush deck, polyform tanks,
fully sealed gel batteries, built in
battery charger, heavy duty TwinFlo
wet pick up vacuum system and
heavy duty geared brush drive.

With the total freedom of 24V
battery, cable free, operation,
this machine will get into
areas and places that other
machines simply will not go.
In many respects, the 1840
allows hard floor maintenance in
areas previously cleaned by mopping
systems, but some 30% faster and
to an improved standard. With its low
noise level and unobtrusive appearance this machine will
find itself fully at home in many, if not all, commercial
environments be it hospitals, clinics,
restaurants, cafeterias, offices,
banks and hotel lobbies, etc.

Simple plug-in and charge

This classic machine is also fitted
with our user friendly Nutronic
control system allowing speed
and water flow to be individually
selected, and with a Hi/Lo
setting for more sensitive areas.

TTB4055

TTB4055T

The 4055 is one size up from the 4045 containing all the advanced TwinTec 24V features
but with a 20% increased cleaning path.
There are two variations within this model, one with and one without the powered traction
drive. The traction drive model must be selected for applications where inclines
or wheelchair access ramps are part of the cleaning programme.
Both 4055 models are true workhorses providing exceptional
efficiency, easy user friendly operation and stable handling
wherever they are used.

Quick change gel battery pack

Easy storage fold down handle

Full stainless steel chassis

Polyform 40 litre clean water tank

DeckLoc tilt mechanism

Nutronic operational control

2x Fully sealed gel batteries

